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Nowadays, research has shown the emergence of the 3D printing method for
printing a functionalized component. Graphene nanomaterial has an enormous
conducting property that can compete with conducting materials like copper
and silicon. This paper describes the electrical conductivity investigation of
3D-printed graphene nanomaterial in extrusion-based 3D printing methods.
In extrusion, two different approaches of the 3D printing method were used
to print the graphene-based structure: the fused deposition modeling (FDM)
method and the direct ink writing (DIW) method. Both printing methods follow
the two printing processes and select material forms. Selection of testing was
made to analyze the characterization variations in the printed material, such as
XRD, TGA, viscosity, Raman shift, and Scanning Electron Microscopy analyses,
which shows the changes of effect in the conductivity due to various parameter
differences in both the printing methods. A four-point probe technique was
used to analyze the electrical conductivity of the two different methods. These
analysis results prove that the characterization variations differ in the FDM and
DIW printed models.
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1 Introduction

In the current scenario, manufacturing industries have
experienced rapid growth. Materials and manufacturing methods
have been expanding at two different levels.Materials are considered
the major source, providing more ways to manufacture different
types of products. However, in traditional manufacturing, it is
more difficult to produce the same product with different forms
of materials and to manufacture a complex shape (Ngo et al., 2018).
However, additive manufacturing is unique, frequently allowing
different materials like plastics, powders, resins, and metal to print
a single structure in a complex form. Additive manufacturing
methods involve adding a material layer by layer based on the
designed 3D structure to form the physical structure and make
a product in the physical structure (Bikas et al., 2016).

Moreover, compared with traditional manufacturing methods,
additive manufacturing methods can provide more flexibility in
the design and choice of multiple forms of materials, which can
enable the printing of lightweight and complex designed structures
(Arif et al., 2023; Arif et al., 2022; Khalid et al., 2023a). Graphene
is a 2D single-crystal carbon atom; the structure has a thick
sp2 bonding. It is a two-dimensional honeycomb structure with
unique properties. Compared with silicon (Si), graphene has a
very high (100 times) electron mobility and conducts heat two
times better than diamond. Compared with other characteristics,
shown in Table 1, graphene has the most important unique
properties: it is a zero-overlapping semi-metal material with high
electrical conductivity (Gnanasekaran et al., 2017; Arif et al., 2023;
Khalid et al., 2023b). The characteristics of graphene’s electronic
properties are elucidated by a two-dimensional counterpart of
the Dirac equation, as opposed to the Schrödinger equation,
which governs the behavior of spin-1/2 particles. This distinctive
attribute enables electrons to traverse graphene’s honeycomb lattice,
effectively shedding their mass and giving rise to quasi-particles
capable of transporting and transmitting an electrical charge
(Tarelho et al., 2018; Mansour et al., 2019). Agudosi et al. (2020)
executed the experiments to evaluate themultiple ways of producing
single-layer graphene and different graphene-based composites.The
formulation of both graphene elements leads to energy storage
applications. Zhang et al. (2016) showed the modified two-step in
situ methods to improve the conductivity of graphene with the
addition of PLA, and the result expressed it having good mechanical
strength. The above two studies show that graphene has better
conductivity andmechanical strength than any othermaterial under
FDM printing methods. Buzz (Wincheski et al., 2019) described
the direct printing of RGO strain sensors to have the capability
of coupled flexibility, conductivity, and a smooth solution process.
This result showed that RGO strain sensors are capable of robust
and accurate measuring elements. Mattevi (2021) described the
rheological behavior of functional-based ink composition, which is
prepared for the direct ink writing (DIW) printing process of energy
materials. This study explained the detailed characterization of ink
rheological properties of different energy materials and suggested
increasing the printing speed to increase the number of products.
Adaris et al. (2020) fabricated a 3D electrochemical biosensor using
FDM printing for environmental and biomedical applications.
These results show the biocompatibility of the 3D-printed model
and its ability to produce the output model without the need

TABLE 1 Graphene comparison with other competing materials.

Property Graphene Competing materials

Strength 130 GPa Steel 0.41 GPa

Thermal conductivity ∼5000 W/m.k Copper 400 W/m.k

Electrical conductivity ∼10 × 107 S/m Copper 58.5 × 106 S/m

Weight 0.002 g/m2 Paper ∼0.75 g/m2

for electron mediators. Solís Pinargote et al. (2020) reviewed the
various examples of graphene with several additive manufacturing
technologies and summarized the principles and applications.

Moreover, these studies focused on the development of DIW
with graphene nanomaterial. Ivanov et al. (2019) explored the
unique properties of graphene, like its thermal and electrical
properties. The morphological properties of graphene have been
studied from the different content ratios with multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs). These results identified the correlation
between low-cost industrial graphene (6 wt%) and MWCNTs and
found the synergetic effect of several mono-level combinations
with bi-filler level mixtures. The output results show an increase
in the electrical conductivity of graphene with PLA more than
MWCNTs, and also, it clearly indicates the relationship between
both the thermal and electrical properties of graphene/PLA
composites1. Finally, the analysis has found that these composites
have outstanding electrical and thermal properties for various levels
of applications. The direct ink writing (DIW) printing method is
derived from the extrusion level-based method, which describes
computer-controlled fabrication methods (Khalid et al., 2023a;
Noroozi et al., 2023).

A primary feature of this method is having boundless freedom
in material selection, especially for conductive inks. It belongs
to the category of soft lithography and is one of the most
highly reliable methods for producing micro-patterns with a
lightweight design (Lei et al., 2012; Sabet and Soleimani, 2019;
Tsang et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2021). The additive manufacturing
(AM) process has different methods for 3D printing products
compared with other methods. Fused deposition modeling (FDM)
has the unique features of more advantages, including the easy
process of printing, cost, and time effectiveness (Jing et al., 2020;
Larraza et al., 2021). It is also considered more affordable than other
methods. Nowadays, many researchers are moving toward FDM,
which is revolutionizing the manufacturing industries to fulfill their
demands based on technology development (Rajpurohit and Dave,
2019; Kristiawan et al., 2021).

1.1 Contribution

The main aim and novelty of this present work is to discuss
the analysis of the electrical conductivity of graphene for two
different 3D printing methods, namely, FDM and DIW, of graphene
nanomaterial, as mentioned in the proposed model diagram
(Figure 1). First, the procedure for the preparation of materials
for the two different printing methods is presented. Second, we
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FIGURE 1
Proposed methodology for printing a 3D-printed model using DIW and FDM methods.

FIGURE 2
Graphene slurry preparation.

discussed detailed information about the effects of changes in each
testing method, following XRD, TGA, viscosity, and Raman shift
analyses. The XRD technique was used to define the structure and
bonding between the carbon atoms, the TGA analysis examined the
decomposition analysis, and viscosity showed the feasibility of the
printingmaterial on the surface andRaman shift analysis of the band
structure and surface layer. All these characterization changes show
how the conductivity varies for the two printing methods.

2 Experimental procedure

2.1 Material preparation

This paper proposes two different 3D printing methods to
print graphene nanomaterial: the direct ink writing (DIW) method
and the fused deposition modeling (FDM) method. Both printing

methods had the same variety of approaches for preparing the
graphene nanomaterial for use in the printing method (Wei et al.,
2015; Student-member and Wolterink, 2020). The PVA solution
was prepared by forming 15% of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and 85%
of DI water (Figure 2). From those, 10 g of the PVA solution was
taken for preparation of the slurry. Once the PVA solution was
prepared, the graphene slurry was prepared to form 20% and 80%,
respectively, with the graphene nanomaterial and PVA solution
(Papageorgiou et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020; Daniel and Liu, 2021).

2.2 Printing method

2.2.1 DIW
DIW is a modest, protean approach appropriate for many kinds

ofmaterials available in themarket.Most importantly, it is the easiest
method to fabricate 3D prototypes (Yang et al., 2020; Hou et al.,
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2021). Graphene powder was obtained from Black Magic 3D. The
prepared graphene slurry depicted in Figure 2 was filled in a tube
and fit with a 3D printer. Based on the 3D-designed model, viscosity
and pressurewere the input parameters, and thematerial was poured
into the desired point (Tricot et al., 2018; Solís Pinargote et al.,
2020). The continuous point makes and completes one layer, and
the required 3D-designed model is developed layer by layer. The
rheology behavior and surface morphology of the printed material
are important factors that make it different from other 3D printing
methods (Jing et al., 2020; Mogan et al., 2021). The main concept of
the technique is close to the FDM printing method.

After the completion of the experimental process, the designed
model is printed with the anticipated results. The printed model
accurately reflects the intended dimensions. Figure 3 illustrates the
processing and the printed model.

2.2.2 FDM
In FDM processing, the 3D printer utilized is from FlashForge

Corp. The graphene material spool, obtained from Black Magic
3D, is securely placed into the 3D printer. The printing parameters
dictate that the material is extruded at approximately 180°C, using a
0.4-mm nozzle to achieve the desired design model (Liu et al., 2019;
Guo et al., 2021). To regulate the printing process (Liu et al., 2018),
all the relevant process parameters are inputted into FlashPrint with

FIGURE 3
Graphene slurry preparation and printed model.

TABLE 2 Printing parameters.

3D printing parameter FDM DIW

Build plate temperature 80 [oC] 80 [oC]

Printing temperature 230 [oC] 230 [oC]

Printing speed 25 [mm/s] 25 [mm/s]

Layer height 0.1 mm 0.1 mm

Nozzle diameter 0.4 mm 0.4 mm

Infill 30% 30%

Slicer software. Throughout the printing procedure, the printer’s
temperature is carefully set to 50°C for the build platform and 210°C
for the extrusion. The printing parameters of the above two printing
methods are shown in Table 2. Figure 4 depicts the processing and
the printed model.

3 Characterization techniques

In this proposed research work, graphene is considered the
raw material. The aim is to understand the nature and structural
behavior of the material. Each characterization method in this
analysis determines some specific behavior of the 3D-printed
graphene (Jo et al., 2012; Foster et al., 2017; Sabet and Soleimani,
2019). The XRD technique is used to analyze the crystal structure
of the graphene. It represents the rise in the interlayer space, and
the distance between the carbon atoms available in the planes
of graphene increases from the peak value (Feng et al., 2019).
Figure 5A shows the collected XRD pattern of the printed graphene
sample. For ease of representation, the Y-axis of the graph is
linear from 0° to 80o CPS, and the X-axis of the graph has
mentioned 2Ɵ value within the ranges from 0° to 60°. Indexing
and lattice parameters were calculated using an analytical technique
for indexing. Graphene is a highly crystalline material having a
hexagonal lattice with P63/MMC space group symmetry. The XRD
analysis shows that a strong characteristic peak is observed at 2Ɵ
= 17.63° for DIW and 2Ɵ = 31.63° for FDM, corresponding to d
= 3.34410 Å. The characteristic peak of graphite by the 002 plane
shows a sharp and very high peak, indicating a highly crystalline
structure and its orientation.

Moreover, it shows the disruption of planer stacking but still has
the presence of some residual planer sequence in exfoliated forms.
Significant peaks of 004 and 006 planes for FDM are observed at
2Ɵ = 21.74°, 37.55°, and 44.71°, respectively, and for DIW, they
are observed at 19.12° and 26.90°, respectively. The d-spacing of
graphene experiences an increase as a result of the strong interaction
between PLA and PVA with graphene, respectively.

Conversely, the d-spacing for graphene undergoes a decrease,
which can be attributed to the successful reduction of graphene
oxide. Notably, no crystalline peaks were observed in the
composition of graphene. However, unlike FDM, DIW exhibits a
significantly lower number of peaks. Consequently, the interlayer
interaction between graphene and PVA is considerably diminished.
Furthermore, this overall reaction is attributed to the formation of
an irregular structure caused by the dilution effect of the polymer
matrix, and the highly exfoliated graphene sheets are dispersed
within the PMMA matrix.

The decomposition analysis of the graphene nanomaterial with
PLA was examined using thermogravimetric analysis (Ku et al.,
2020) (TGA) (Figure 5B). It was conducted utilizing a NETZSCH
STA 2500 Regulus system. The 3D-printed samples were focused
on a steady temperature increase of 10°C/min, over 25°C–800°C.
Graphene exhibited a major loss between 280°C and 370°C and
345°C and 505°C for FDM and DIW, respectively. The number
of variations in the heat energy collapses in the structure of the
hexagonal carbon framework due to breakage between the sp2
hybridized carbon atoms with covalent bonds. DIW exhibited a
rapid detachment in the bond between the carbon atom, while
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FIGURE 4
FDM printing process and printing model.

FIGURE 5
(A) “XRD pattern” and (B) “TGA analysis” for the variation for both DIW- and FDM-printed models.

PVA did not show any changes in the quick mass loss. FDM
also showed the same level of reaction at the same temperature
(280°C), but sudden changes were not observed like DIW. Due to
the PLA content, the adjacent carbon atom did not lose the bond
easily like DIW.

The viscosity of graphene for both printing methods (FDM
and DIW) is considered the primary factor that leads to the good
feasibility and quality of the printed model (Dervishi et al., 2019;
Pinilla-Sánchez et al., 2022) (Figure 6A). A viscometer performed
viscosity analyses for the FDM and DIW 3D-printed parts, ranging

from 20°C to 35°C and 6 to 60 rpm for temperature and rotation
speed, respectively. The thermostatic bath was used to regulate the
surrounding temperature. The viscosity of DIW-based graphene
was measured at temperatures of 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, and
65°C at regular intervals. FDM-based graphene’s viscosity was
measured at temperatures of 25, 27, 32, 37, 42, 47, 54, 57, and
64°C at regular intervals. At each peak value of temperature and
specific concentration, three readings of value have been taken,
which will measure the lower mark value and upper mark value
of the capillary tube. Measurement values have been noted from
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FIGURE 6
(A) “Viscosity analysis” and (B) “Raman shift analysis” for the variation for both DIW- and FDM-printed models.

FIGURE 7
Scanning Electron Microscopy images of both (A) DIW- and (B) FDM-printed models.

the two sets of experiments, which will verify the results, and the
final calculations have been formulated for an average of these two
experiments. The different concentrations of the output printed
model at various levels (0.15, 0.45, 0.65, 0.85, and 1.00%) were tested
under various temperature conditions. The findings indicate that as
the temperature increases, the viscosity consistently decreases.

Conversely, an increase in concentration leads to a rise
in viscosity. In cases where the viscosity initially decreases, a
subsequent stepwise increase is observed at certain temperature
intervals. It is worth noting that the continuous increase in viscosity
is directly proportional to the material concentrations. Both DIW
and FDM exhibit similar levels of variation in viscosity with
temperature. Raman spectroscopy has been considered one of
the best tools to determine and differentiate the defective and

defect-free areas for the output model (Lawal, 2019; Baghayeri et al.,
2021). These Raman spectra characterized the prepared, printed
output model. DIW- and FDM-printed models were tested for
this analysis, as shown in Figure 6B. In both output models, this
characterization allows the consideration of the conjugated area and
carbon–carbon double bonds. This analysis allowed both the D-
band and G-band to reach high-intensity peaks. The typical Raman
spectrum of DIW-based graphene material is characterized by a G-
band at 1,583.12 cm-1, which matches with the E2g phonon of the
sp2 of C atoms, and a D-band at 1,299.08 cm-1, which matches with
the living mode of k-point phonons of PVA symmetry. FDM-based
graphene material is characterized by a G-band at 1,620.14 cm-1,
which is slightly shifted and varies from the position of the previous
one. The D-band indicates down variation, which may change in the
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FIGURE 8
Four-point probe method connection setup.

rises from certain defective points and amorphous carbon species.
Themain intensity ratio of these two bands, which is indicated in the
DIW- and FDM-based graphene outputmodels, shows the quality of
the product.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is widely used
for morphological method lysis of material characterization
(Caminero et al., 2019; Choi et al., 2019). Due to heavy
magnification conditions, Scanning Electron Microscopy has
advantages like a large depth of focus and an ease of applicability.The
resultant images (Figure 7) show the Scanning Electron Microscopy
analysis of the printed graphene microstructure for both the
FDM and DIW output models with the magnification ranges at
100 µm. In both the FDM- and DIW-printed models, the Scanning
Electron Microscopy image data have shown variations in the
morphology structure, A broad region with particle sizes specified
at a magnification of 100 μm can be observed. As shown in both
images, the distance between the graphene particles seems quite
far, indicating that availability stacks are available in the printed
graphene structure, which gives the graphene a layered structure. In
the DIW Scanning Electron Microscopy image, the PLA particles
appear smaller in size, and the collections are formed and equally

spread over the entire surface area. It indicates that the stacked
arrangements of the graphene layer act as a conductive pathway,
which increases the graphene structure’s conduction. The FDM
Scanning Electron Microscopy image shows that the PVA with
graphene has a rippled surface. The PVA particles in the graphene
surface are smaller, and a uniform size of particles appears on the
surface area. It clearly indicates a small stacked arrangement of the
graphene layer. The combination of graphene material with PVA
and PLA is responsible for the overall formation of the material
structure in both FDM and DIW methods. The conductivity of
DIW and FDM varies slightly due to the arrangement of stacked
layers of graphene. Compared to PVA and PLA, the structure does
not deviate from the graphene material. It is formed randomly
from the graphene material in a thin layer tightly linked with other
materials. Subsequently, it is formed from one layer to another
in a regular solid surface structure. However, Scanning Electron
Microscopy images reveal that the obtained graphene structure
is not single-layered, indicating a reduction in the exfoliation
structure of the graphene material. This reduction is evident in
the smoother appearance of the built-up area on the surface. The
four-point probe method is well-known for analyzing the material’s
electrical conductivity (Cultrera et al., 2019; Islam et al., 2019). The
printed material was sequentially arranged in this procedure, and
four distinct contacts were identified at equal intervals, as depicted
in Figure 8. Copper wire has been utilized to establish connections
with these four points. The process commences by altering the
DC power supply from its initial value to the maximum value
at regular intervals, specifically 2 V, 4 V, 6 V, and 8 V. As a result,
significant fluctuations have been observed in both the voltage and
ammeter readings.

Connection 2 is between points 1 and 4 and the DC power
supply and ammeter. When the DC power supply has changed
in regular intervals (2 V, 4 V, 6 V, and 8 V), notable changes
have occurred in the ammeter and voltage, which are measured.
Based on these variations in the voltmeter and ammeter, the

FIGURE 9
(A) Conductivity and (B) Resistivity (Ω/m) of the two printed models using FDM and DIW methods.
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TABLE 3 Values for resistivity and conductivity.

S.No Volt (V) Resistivity (Ωm) Conductivity (1/(Ωm)

DIW FDM DIW FDM

1
2

5.56 5.21 0.17986 0.19194

2 4 3.94 0.25 0.25381

3
4

3.33 3.28 0.3003 0.30488

4 2.63 2.8 0.38023 0.35714

5
6

2.22 2.11 0.45045 0.47393

6 2 1.97 0.5 0.50761

7
8

0.906 1.00133 1.10375 0.99867

8 0.22486 0.3679 4.44727 2.71809

resistivity is calculated, and based on equation (1), the conductivity
is calculated. This process is separately done for both DIW- and
FDM-printed materials. Figures 9A, B show the material’s resistivity
and conductivity for both DIW- and FDM-printed materials. In
both DIW- and FDM-printed models, the resistivity varies with
the voltage in an increased manner. The same level of variation is
shown in these graphs. It shows that both DIW and FDM have the
same resistivity level. There is little difference between these two
output graphs. Using equation (1), conductivity is calculated from
the resistivity values, and based on the voltage input, it is calculated
separately and mentioned in the ammeter and voltmeter. The
same level of variations also appeared in conductivity. Both FDM
and DIW show that once voltage started to increase, conductivity
decreases, as mentioned in Table 3. From these changes derived
from the above formula, we can calculate the value of resistivity and
conductivity. The resistivity and conductivity for the two printed
model have been calculated, and their results are shown in the same
variations.

4 Conclusion

The present study examines the analysis of a graphene
nanomaterial printed using two distinct 3D printing methods,
namely, DIW and FDM. Two different analyses were conducted to
evaluate these methods’ impact on the printed models’ electrical
conductivity. Surprisingly, both 3D printedmodels exhibited similar
variations in resistivity and conductivity. It is worth noting that
the mechanical stability of the FDM- and DIW-based structures
differed due to the presence of PLA and PVA content, respectively.
However, this discrepancy did not affect the observed variations in
conductivity and resistivity.

a) This research affirms that the presence of graphene at a
concentration of 80% significantly influences conductivity
calculation. Incorporating both PVA and PLA in the printing
model contributes to the mechanical stability of the system
independently.

b) This analysis has shown good results in the effect of printing
parameters, such as building directions, infill rate percentage,
infill patterns, print speed, extrusion temperatures, and
layer height, independently on mechanical properties and
dimensional accuracy.

c) The physical structure of the graphene nanomaterial
remains unaffected and consistent, regardless of the printing
methods employed. Therefore, it solely relies on the
material’s properties. Additionally, both the printed models
are capable of maintaining their strength. Moreover, the
density ratio does not exhibit a significant difference in
the structure.

It is suggested that modifications be made to the combinations
of the graphene composite with various materials, such as copper-
based materials, derivatives of steel fibers, and layered transition
metal oxides. These modifications are expected to enhance the
electrical conductivity significantly.
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